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Linestrength of the visible oxygen atmospheric transition
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Abstract

The linestrength distribution among branches of molecular oxygen strongest atmospheric transition, b1Rþg v0 ¼ 0–X3R�g v00 ¼ 0

also known as the A band, is reported as deduced from experiment. Essential deviations from the expected structure, in terms of

commonly used theoretical expressions for species in the Hund (b) case, are put in evidence. New expressions, obtained by a dis-

tinction between intermediate (a)–(b) and full (b) Hund cases, lead to a satisfactory agreement with the experiment.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The oxygen molecule has, for many years, involved

multidirectional interests because of its very special

place in all questions related to life and environment. Its

chemical and photochemical behavior, for example, is a

recurring subject in investigations both on global models

of atmospheric processes [1,2] and, due to increased
aerospace activity, on questions of a strictly technolog-

ical nature.

In fact, state-to-state data on molecular oxygen [3]

are of a great interest for diverse applications. In this

context, great efforts have been made for the evaluation

of line parameters of atmospheric transitions, and an

extended and highly reliable report of the O2

(b1Rþg –X
3R�g ) system has been achieved by Babcock and

Herzberg [4] in 1948. Here, line positions of the most

intense bands (580–770 nm) were deduced by comparing

absorptions in the open air (up to 100 km) and the

laboratory (30 m). These data are still a widely used

reference for studies, also in emission [5], on positional

line parameters.

However, data on the dual aspect, with respect to

position, of intensity line parameters have long been
lacking in spite of serious attempts [6]. In the last few
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decades, on the other hand, linestrengths of oxygen’s A

band have been reported, though to our knowledge only

evaluated from absorption data [7–9]. Their functional

dependence on rotations has been deduced [7,9], or

presumed [8], to substantially agree with well-known

theoretical expressions [10]. The strength of rotational

lines, actually, is a highly sensitive factor (identical in

Einstein absorption and spontaneous emission coeffi-
cients) likely to play a ‘‘fingerprint’’ role, in particular for

diatomics. A special interest in this area should be ad-

dressed to weak transitions, where the structure of the

linestrength distribution may shed light on spin dynam-

ics and the underlying mixing of states. In this study, the

linestrength distribution among A band branches is ob-

tained from the emission intensity of rotational lines.

The basic difficulty of the intensity approach to
metastable states obviously lies in the weakness of

transitions. The oxygen molecule too is a relatively weak

species as a light absorber and emitter [3,11], i.e., photon

exchanges between its lowest states and the field are

strongly hindered by spin and orbital selection rules [12].

Nonetheless, abundance makes the O2 (b1Rþg ! X3R�g )
radiation to be among most intense items of terrestrial

atmosphere [13], with the A band featuring dayglows
[14], nightglows [15] and aurorae [16] by different

channels. The b–X transition is also remarkable in a

more general sense, as part of complex oxygen energetic

and chemical balancings [17–20].
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According to above, the O2 (b1Rþg v0 ¼ 0–X3R�g
v00 ¼ 0) band is acknowledged the best intermediate for

atmospheric spectroscopy [7–9], as for example in re-

mote sensing by the laser absorption technique (lidar

[21]). In other words, atmospheric pressure, tempera-
ture, density, etc. can be monitored accurately according

to A band line parameters, which are of an isolated-

particle [22] nature, not depending on ambient. Aero-

nomic spectroscopy, satellite measurements of cloud

tops height and weather observation are among the

typical goals of these activities ([7–9, and references

therein]). Therefore, apart from such questions as the

spin dynamics in oxygen (strictly an object of this
study), a detailed knowledge of the A band structure

should be relevant also for monitoring techniques.

In order to make this goal attainable at a quantitative

standard for application, absorptions of A band at high

resolution have been undertaken by several authors [7–

9], as above. Unfortunately, discrepancies of 15% in

total band absorption intensity have been shown [7], and

clearly much higher in individual lines. These difficulties
had at the time only been ascribed to the closeness of

rotational lines.

However, other limitations should be added as a pos-

sible source of uncertainty. In particular, absorption

samplings of weak transitions in the gas phase obviously

need the pressure, and/or the optical path, to be increased

in order to get workable signals. Clearly, this makes the

signal/noise ratio go often in the reverse direction, which
is reflected in a loss of correlation among data.

A further drawback affecting oxygen’s intensity data

is that b1Rþg  X3R�g absorption happens to be strongly

depleted for increasing pressure by b1Rþg ! a1Dg relax-

ation [23]. This, indeed, although forbidden for mag-

netic dipole by orbital selection rules, becomes allowed

for electric dipole by collisions [17–20]. So, data on lines

absorption intensity could be affected by unstable pop-
ulation, not to mention pressure-induced lineshifts [5].

Other remarkable questions, also stemming from the

very long living dynamics between b1Rþg and chemically

active a1Dg, are studied by Raman and matrix-isolated

configuration [20], at high pressures and in liquid phase

with solvents [17–19], and in biochemistry [24,25] and

medicine [26].

Such a variety of topicsmakes the availability of highly
reliable data on A band structure a clear task for either

fundamental [10,27,28] and applicative purposes. The

linestrength structure shown here, as evaluated from the

emission intensity of lines, is comparedwith theory aswell

as with reports from absorption experiments.
2. Experimental

In this laboratory [29], the intensity of forbidden

emissons of diatomics has been observed in a rather
traditional flowing afterglow apparatus, equipped with

software control and counting chain. Many details have

been reported elsewhere [30], therefore only a brief de-

scription of the experimental setup, with adopted

methods, will be given in the following.
The equipment comprises cooled photomultipliers, a

1 m Czerny-Turner scanning monochromator with ho-

lographic grating, and a counts filter. Data collection is

carried out by a software in multichannel analyzer

configuration, with settings on scanning speed and

sampling frequency matched to wavelength interval and

aperture of slits (according to required FWHM for lines

resolution). Software processing on acquired spectra
allows the intensity of single lines to be readily obtained

by a direct summation of their channel content.

In addition to shielding of microwave (lw) distur-

bances, maximum care is dedicated to the lowering and

filtering of photomultiplier dark current, typically to

values of a few counts/s. This is a crucial point for

linestrength evaluation because of signal/noise ratio ex-

ponential decrease at high rotations. A pleasant conse-
quence of this situation, on the other hand, is that no

blur in linestrength, namely good self-correlation of

deduced values, implies that negligible effects from noise

are taking place (e.g., see Figs. 2–4). In plain words, no

changes – i.e., no shifts – in the linestrength rotational

dependence may be yielded by noise.

The oxygen b1Rþg ! X3R�g long living (�11 s [13])

radiation is observed by lw excitation at 2450 MHz of
controlled flowing admixtures with some rare gases –

Ar, Ne, He – which allow the discharge to be stable for

long scan durations (�1.5 h). The pumping speed is of

1800 l/min, with a residence time of about 1 s for gases

in the cell. The emitting population is at room rotational

temperature, owing to typical no gas rotational-trans-

lational heating from lw action.

Linestrengths are straightforwardly deduced by di-
viding the signal intensity of each line by its Boltzmann

factor and radiation frequency power (see Section 4).
3. Results

In Fig. 1, the O2 (b1Rþg v0 ¼ 0–X3R�g v00 ¼ 0) – or A

band – emission is shown together with assignments.
Only odd N values are present since 16O2 antisymmetric

rotational levels are missing because of zero nuclear spin

[12].

It has to be pointed out that no difference in the

spectrum profile is seen to arise by change of buffer gases

(7–8 Torr) and/or oxygen pressure (0.1–0.2 Torr), apart

from effects on the signal/noise ratio. The rotational

branches are labeled in a DNDJ form, J being the total
angular momentum, and good [22,27] quantum number

for rotational states in both Hund (a) and (b) cases

[12,31], and N the angular momentum without spin



Fig. 1. The O2 (b1Rþ v0 ¼ 0! 3R� v00 ¼ 0) emission (A band) from

Ne (2.7 Torr) +He (5.0 Torr) +O2 (0.1 Torr) microwave excitation.

Resolution¼ 0.08 nm. N takes only odd values (see text).

Fig. 3. The linestrength of RR and RQ branches. Values are deduced

from a Ne (2.6 Torr) +He (5.0 Torr) +O2 (�0.1 Torr) spectrum of

resolution¼ 0.06 nm, not shown; d (RR); s (RQ).
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(N � J� S in operator form), good quantum number

for the Hund (b) case, which is featured by a weak spin

coupling to the internuclear axis. The branches of
1R�g –

3R�g magnetic dipole transitions are of RR, RQ, PP

and PQ type [10,12].

Figs. 2 and 3 have been evaluated from spectra ob-

tained at different resolutions.
In Fig. 2, the linestrengths of PP and PQ branches are

deduced from the spectrum reported in Fig. 1 (with

FWHM of lines at 0.08 nm). Owing to good resolution

of P wing ‘‘doublets’’ (see Fig. 1), the plot of Fig. 2 could

have gone well beyond J 00 ¼ 20, however, data correla-

tion is clearly seen to be increasingly hampered for

J 00 > 13 because of signal/noise ratio exponential de-

crease, as discussed in the previous section.
Values reported in Fig. 3 are from a better resolved

spectrum of R wing, not shown, with FWHM of RR–RQ

lines at 0.06 nm.

In Fig. 4, the total linestrength structure is deduced

from spectrum of Fig. 1. The cross-correlation between
Fig. 2. The linestrength of PP and PQ branches. Values are deduced

from spectrum shown in Fig. 1; N (PP); M (PQ).
P and R wings is more difficult to achieve, given that

close noise conditions are easily lost in distant lines. So,

only initial rotational lines are considered, with the low

part of Fig. 2 reproduced.
The linestrength structure is expressed by the func-

tional correlation existing among branches linestrength

dependence on rotation, the experimental limit being

thus given by self-correlation of linestrength deduced

values.

The experimental limit is met at increasing rotation

when the linestrength behavior is blurred by noise.

Though blurred values are obviously of no use, in Fig. 2
the J 00 > 13 sequence is reported to show this effect
Fig. 4. The comprehensive linestrength correlation between RR, RQ,
PP and PQ branches as deduced from spectrum shown in Fig. 1: N (PP);

M (PQ); d (RR); s (RQ).



Table 1

Signal intensity I of lines (no noise subtracted) and deduced linestrength l.s., with branches indication. Linestrengths are plotted in Fig. 4

J 00 I (RR)· 10�5
(counts/s)

l.s. (RR)

(arb. unit)

I (RQ) · 10�5
(counts/s)

l.s. (RQ)

(arb. unit)

I (PP)· 10�5
(counts/s)

l.s. (PP)

(arb. unit)

I (PQ)· 10�5
(counts/s)

l.s. (PQ)

(arb. unit)

1 1.0922 1.1366 2.1049 2.1049

2 2.2962 2.3888 2.6845 2.7963

3 2.6622 3.0375 3.7636 3.9223

4 3.6515 4.1644 3.9587 4.5327

5 3.6508 4.8161 4.8776 5.5870

6 4.6740 6.1597 5.0024 6.6395

7 4.1274 6.6363 5.2993 7.0369

8 4.8314 7.7645 4.9764 8.0758
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(which is also present in R wing for J 00 > 13 and is not

shown in Fig. 3).

Some brief comments on behaviors shown in the

figures are given in the following:

Fig. 2: the PP (J) and PQ (J) linestrengths are unam-
biguously shown to follow the same function, which is

not in agreement with the theoretical anticipation of a

correlation DJ 00 ¼ 1 [10], or DJ 00 ¼ 0:25 [32], as used in

the literature [7–9]. It has to be remembered here that

widely known expressions of [10] are for 1R� lower state,

and ‘‘reversed’’ expressions for the triplet state lower are

easily deduced (e.g., can be found in [7]).

Fig. 3: once again, the linestrength of RR (J) and RQ
(J) branches share the same function, at variance with

theoretical prevision.

Fig. 4: the cross-correlation between R and P wings is

reported, internal correlations being clearly in accord

with Figs. 2 and 3. Here, the theoretical prevision of a

DJ 00 ¼ 1 correlation [10,32] between PP (J) and RR (J)

unperturbed branches is seen to hold. Although there is

no substantial ambiguity in the R vs. P behavior of
Fig. 4, a slightly worse data correlation, with respect to

Figs. 2 and 3, is a typical effect of linestrength very high

sensitivity to noise conditions. So, data reliability here is

clearly shown by good correlations (and self-correla-

tions) in Figs. 2–4.

The lines intensity I (in counts/s) is reported in Table

1 as obtained by software integration of the signal (see

previous section) without noise subtraction, with de-
duced linestrengths (l.s.) (plotted in Fig. 4). The uncer-

tainty is about 0.3%, according to
ffiffi

I
p

standard

deviation.
4. Discussion

In the case of spontaneous emission, at thermal
equilibrium in an isotropic medium, the radiation in-

tensity distribution follows the law [12]

Iðe0v0J 0; e00v00J 00Þ / m4J 0J 00SJ 0J 00 exp½�F 0ðJ 0Þhc=kT �; ð1Þ
where e and v labels are indicating electronic and vi-

brational states, respectively, and have been dropped on
the right-hand side for clarity. In (1), mJ 0J 00 is the radia-

tion frequency between upper (0) and lower (00) state, SJ 0J 00
the linestrength, and the F 0ðJ 0Þ term in the Boltzmann

exponential factor the rotational energy of emitting

level.
A general form for linestrength is [22,28,33]

SJ 0J 00 ¼ RM0M00 jhWM0 jljWM00 ij2; ð2Þ
where l is the total transition operator, depending on

charge distribution, and w the wave function. Primed

Ms indicate magnetic substates, here degenerate for no

presence of external fields, not to be confused with
magnetic dipole operatorM, which is the leading term in

l expression for this oxygen transition. Relations and

units for magnetic dipole and electric dipole/quadrupole

transitions can be found in [34].

In allowed transitions, and within the Born–Oppen-

heimer approximation, expression (2) essentially reduces

to a single term of a well-known form, qv0v00R2
eSJ 0J 00 ,

namely to a product of vibrational (Franck–Condon),
electronic (squared transition moment), and rotational

(H€onl–London) factors, respectively. In forbidden

transitions, on the other hand, only terms of smaller

magnitude survive, due to allowed contributions of

higher orders from state perturbations [22,28] in the

manifold. Furthermore, when l is not appreciably af-

fected during transition by changes occurring in the

nuclear separation, like in this oxygen band, qv0v00 can be
dropped as a common factor.

One should be aware that the linestrength is linked in

a very direct way to the wave function. Since, according

to perturbation theory, a wave function approximated

to the nth order involves energy up to the ð2nþ 1Þth
order [35], this sensitivity is also reflected in the line-

strength. The dependence of the latter on rotations is

therefore a finer view of the structure of involved tran-
sition. Indeed, detailed aspects of transition may un-

equivocally show up [29] in linestrengths, while being

hidden in lines position because of undistinguishable

energy shifts. When a sufficient quantity of linestrength

values is known (at least in two branches) for correla-

tion, the complete rotational structure can be deduced

[10,27,28]. In any case, such sensitivity should be effec-
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tive in studies on weak transitions, where only higher

order energy contributions may take place.

After pioneering works by Schlapp [32], and other

classical literature centered on the oxygen molecule

[36,37], a general and rigorous rationale for deduction of
the linestrength dependence on rotation in forbidden

transitions of diatomics has been described by Watson

[10], with fundamental contributions by Hougen [27],

and first applied to the 3R–1R simplest system.

Table I of Watson’s paper, with all linestrengths only

characterized by the perpendicular [10,13] component M

of transition moment, can be readily specialized to the
1R�–3R� magnetic dipole transition. Branches distribu-
tion, following Watson’s notations, are:

ðF2Þ RR ðJÞ / J M2;

ðF1Þ RQ ðJÞ / s2Jð2J þ 1Þ M2;

ðF2Þ PP ðJÞ / ðJ þ 1Þ M2;

ðF3Þ PQ ðJÞ / c2Jð2J þ 1Þ M2;

ð3Þ

where states are reversed with respect to Watson’s Table

I – i.e., here the triplet is lower – and with the provision

that double primes are omitted. Involved fine structure

terms Fi ðJÞ (i ¼ 1–3 at increasing energy) are also in-

dicated. Expressions (3) also apply to absorption, and
can be found for example in Ritter and Wilkerson [7].

In Hund (b) case, the fine structure terms are mixed

by rotational perturbations, and a nearly linear depen-

dence on the rotational quantum number is thus ex-

pected for linestrength. In equations above, cJ and sJ are
the mixing coefficients of 3R� rotational terms, with

general expressions

c2J ¼ ðF2 � F1Þ=ðF3 � F1Þ;
s2J ¼ ðF3 � F2Þ=ðF3 � F1Þ:

ð4Þ

It has to be emphasized here that (3) have been de-

duced using the Hund (a) case basis set on 1Rþ and 3R�

effective [22] spin-rotation Hamiltonians, which are of
the form for oxygen [10]

b1Rþg H 0 ¼ B0J ;

X3R�g H ¼ BN 2 þ cN � S þ 2kS2
z ;

ð5Þ

all constants being effective, and N � J� S. In (5), B0

and B are the rotational constants (bothffi 1.4 cm�1) [3],
c ðffi �8:43
 10�3 cm�1Þ [38] the spin-rotation coupling

constant, and k ðffi 1:985 cm�1Þ [38] the fine structure

parameter. Since state perturbations are less reflected

into energies than into wave functions, as said above,

Hamiltonian effective constants could be poorly affected

by some state interactions. A direct consequence is for

example that spin–orbit (s–o) and spin–spin (s–s) cou-

pling energies are known to be undistinguishable by
positional experiments, though states are differently

contributing to the k ð¼ kso þ kssÞ effective value [22,38].
Because of these questions, a benchmark study on state-
to-state spin interactions has been developed by an ex-

tended symmetry decomposition [39] of the NH mani-

fold, which is identical to O2, apart from the g/u labeling

of homonuclear species. Owing to the character of cal-

culations, results on symmetry should be applicable
throughout to similar systems, and this may be of a

great use for a detailed interpretation of linestrength

behaviors in forbidden transitions.

General expressions (3) and (5) should be checked on

experiment by comparing the observed linestrength de-

pendence on rotations with adopted expressions of cJ
and sJ coefficients.

If k is small with respect to B, or at high rotations,
Watson’s eigenvalues of X3R�g effective Hamiltonian (5)

can be approximated, and the rotational dependence of

fine structure levels takes a convenient form [10] (double

primes omitted):

F1ðJÞ ¼ F2ðJÞ � kþ k=ð2J þ 1Þ � ð2B� cÞJ ;
F2ðJÞ ¼ BJðJ þ 1Þ þ 2k� c;

F3ðJÞ ¼ F2ðJÞ � k� k=ð2J þ 1Þ þ ð2B� cÞðJ þ 1Þ;
ð6Þ

F2ðJÞ being the unperturbed term. So, when k terms

happen to be negligible, the Watson perturbation coef-

ficients are readily deduced from (4)

c2J ¼ J=ð2J þ 1Þ; s2J ¼ ðJ þ 1Þ=ð2J þ 1Þ: ð7Þ
If this is the case, by substitution in (3) the expected
linestrength behaviors would be

ðF2Þ RR ðJÞ / J M2;

ðF1Þ RQ ðJÞ / ðJ þ 1Þ M2;

ðF2Þ PP ðJÞ / ðJ þ 1Þ M2

ðF3Þ PQ ðJÞ / J M2:

ð8Þ

Consequently, both RR (J)–RQ (J) and PQ (J)–PP (J)

‘‘doublets’’ (see Fig. 1) would exhibit a shift of one J

unit, with RR–PQ and RQ–PP superposed.

In [7], with many others ([9, and references therein]),

the foreseen linestrength behavior is centered on Wat-
son’s treatment. Reported functions for perturbed

branches are PQ ðJÞ / ½J þ k=ð2B� cÞ� and RQ ðJÞ /
½J þ 1� k=ð2B� cÞ�, where the adopted coefficients

c2J ¼ ½J þ k=ð2B� cÞ�=ð2J þ 1Þ and s2J ¼ ½J þ 1� k=
ð2B� cÞ�=ð2J þ 1Þ [40] are still in the small k approxi-

mation at low rotations, and different from (7) by merely

keeping �k in perturbed F1ðJÞ and F3ðJÞ terms of (6).

Accordingly, and owing to O2 constants reported above,
the theoretical prediction is close to: PQ ðJÞ / ðJ þ 0:7Þ
and RQ ðJÞ / ðJ þ 0:3Þ, with PP (J) and RR (J) as in (3).

Therefore, PQ (J) and RQ (J) linestrengths are expected

to be reciprocally shifted by some 1/3 of rotational J unit

within PP (J) and RR (J) limits, which are shifted by one

J unit. In other words, linestrength rotational depen-

dence of RR (J)–RQ (J)–PQ (J)–PP (J) branches are ex-

pected to be about equally spaced in this order,
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spanning one J unit. In [7], data have been found in

agreement within experimental errors, and this is also

confirmed in more recent works [9].

In [8], the Schlapp expressions, closely resembling

those above, PP ðJÞ / ðJ þ 1Þ M2, PQ ðJÞ / ðJ þ 0:75Þ
M2, RR ðJÞ / J M2 and RQ ðJÞ / ðJ þ 0:25Þ M2 are

taken as valid.

For an interpretation of the unexpected behaviors of

Figs. 2–4) it is necessary, first of all, to find out cJ and sJ
expressions which are fitting the experiment. Actually,

(6) are polynomial approximations of Hamiltonian’s

triplet eigenvalues [10,27], in order to describe a nearly

linear dependence of shifts on rotational perturbation.
However, the Breit–Pauli Hamiltonian HBP comprise

[39] both s–o and s–s couplings, and the occurrence of

kBP > B in O2 appears to prevent the applicability of the

small k approximation (6). If the state perturbation

b1Rþg � X3R�g0 is considered, on the other hand, it is seen

that it contributes about 99% [38,41] of total spin–orbit

interactions, and no s–s (<s–o in oxygen [13,38]). A

reduction of the effective Hamiltonian HBP to Hso for the
triplet in O2 (b–X) transition could make approxima-

tions (6) to become somehow acceptable because of a

smaller fine structure constant [38] kso � 1:240 cm�1.
However, a stronger argument is that only the

b1Rþg –X
3R�g�1 perpendicular share of the transition

[10,13] can be present here. Since the fine structure width

is obviously defined by both X3R�g0 and X3R�g�1 levels,

this circumstance should imply kBP to be immaterial for
transition mechanisms. Good linestrength linearity from

initial values in Figs. 2–4 is also apparent, and seems to

exclude k presence. A previous study [42] on the iso-

electronic NF molecule, on the other hand, has shown

the (b1Rþ–X3R�) linestrength correlations to be strongly

affected by s–s (�s–o) coupling, though not involved in

transition mechanisms. In electric dipole transitions, in

other words, all k couplings may happen to be reflected
into linestrength, probably because all fine structure

limiting states are involved by both the presence of the

parallel and the perpendicular component.

According to above, with k ¼ 0 in (6), Watson’s co-

efficients (7) with related linestrength expressions (8)

should apply. As shown a few years ago [43], however,

the Hund (b) case can take place in two configurations,

that have been distinguished as an intermediate (a)–(b)
and a full (b) case. Both have been shown to occur, di-

vided by a flat intermediate phase, in the linestrength

distribution of either PH and PD [43,44] radicals. Given

explanation has been that of J ! N transition in the

rotational good quantum number, referring to the var-

iable which identifies the rotational state of a multiplet.

In [10,40], on the contrary, coefficients (7), and those in

[7] reported above, are, respectively, defined of limiting
Hund (b) case and close to limit. This seems not to be

the case in my opinion, because these coefficients are

characterized by the good quantum number J, which is
well defined in both (a) and (b) cases [22,27], and thus

should also be in the intermediate (a)–(b) case, where N
is not well defined because of an incomplete spin de-

coupling [12] from the nuclear axis. The latter assertion

comes from energy levels expressions (6), where the fine
structure is depending on molecular constant B.

Formulas of the full (b) case, on the other hand, are

deduced [43] by fixing terms of N triplets with a

straightforward application of J () N correspon-

dences J ¼ N þ 1, N and N � 1 to F1, F2 and F3 terms,

respectively [12]. From (6) with k ¼ 0, the new term

functionals for the transition are given by F1ðNÞ ¼
F2ðNÞ þ cðN þ 1Þ, F2ðNÞ ¼ BNðN þ 1Þ � c and F3ðNÞ ¼
F2ðNÞ � cN . Apart from k, the lack of B constant in the

fine structure shows that a spin coupling transition from

the molecular internuclear axis to a rotational axis has

been completed. In other words, the molecular structure

is ‘‘forgotten’’ in spin precession energy terms, now only

depending on c. Related coefficients c2N ¼ ðN þ 1Þ=
ð2N þ 1Þ and s2N ¼ N=ð2N þ 1Þ are easily obtained from

(4) [43]. The N label of coefficients is to underline that
splittings here are referred to triplets which are N single

valued, whatever the rotational variable in formulas.

Expressions (3) after J () N conversion become: F2)
RRðNÞ / N M2; F1) RQðNÞ / s2Nþ1ð2N þ 3Þ M2; F2)
PPðNÞ / ðN þ 1Þ M2 and F3) PQðNÞ / c2N�1ð2N � 1Þ
M2.

Substitution of coefficients gives the full Hund (b)

case linestrength dependence on rotation which, again
from J () N correspondences, can be expressed in

both variables:

ðF2Þ RR / N M2 ¼ J M2;

ðF1Þ RQ / ðN þ 1Þ M2 ¼ J M2;

ðF2Þ PP / ðN þ 1Þ M2 ¼ ðJ þ 1Þ M2;

ðF3Þ PQ / N M2 ¼ ðJ þ 1Þ M2:

ð9Þ

The functions of perturbed RQ and PQ branches are thus

‘‘exchanged’’ with respect to (8) by typical [43,44] values

of c and s coefficients for the full (b) case. This is in good

agreement with findings shown in Figs. 2–4. It seems
reasonable, on the other hand, that the Hund full (b)

case takes place when the fine structure magnitude is not

influential. Clearly, however, further experiments on the

magnetic dipole linestrength of forbidden transitions are

desirable.
5. Conclusions

Basics results from experiments on a widely known

forbidden transition of the oxygen molecule have been

given. The method used is that of Quantitative Spec-

troscopy (i.e., intensity of lines), which is a dual view

with respect to Positional Spectroscopy (i.e., lines posi-

tion in the energy scale). Data are lacking in this area,
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though clearly helpful in such different realms as at-

mospheric monitoring, modelings and other applica-

tions. These quantitative techniques now allow

observations on diatomics and, together with extensions

of the theory as outlined here, may permit a satisfactory
interpretation of available data.
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